Stable states of the base network and the network with dimerization Parameters for the base network were taken to be consistent with Schultz et al(1). Each parameter set has the same stable state in the protein sub-spaces (a = 0, b = g/k and a = g/k, b = 0) and the same dissociation constant of the binding proteins to DNA (Xeq = f / h). We use an order parameter in terms of DNA-operator occupancy (gene state) and protein copy number, λ = na -nb, where na = a + 2a2 + 2Boff and nb = b +2b2 + 2Aoff. For the network with dimerization, we use a parameter Xad = gd/kd, where gd and kd are the monomer production and degradation rates for the network, respectively. The stable states in the protein sub-spaces of the network with dimerization are located where
and the DNA binding rate is scaled to ) (
Exclusive switch chemical reaction network
In the general switch, four distinct gene states are present due to the binary regulation of each gene (i.e., Aon/Bon, Aon/Bon, Aoff/Bon, Aoff/Boff). In the exclusive switch, competitive binding means that the Aoff/Boff gene state is disallowed. This is encoded in the reaction network by transforming the reactions to the operator notation used by Allen et al. (2) 
The reactions for the exclusive switch are thus transformed to:
The parameters used in these equations are the same as those for the general toggle switch. In this formulation, a single operator (O) has a single binding site for either two a proteins or two b proteins. Binding by one repressor prevents the other from binding. The unbound operator can produce either a protein or b protein, but a bound operator can only express one protein. The probabilities that the operator is in any of its three states (P(O), P(OA2), and P(OB2)) can be converted into the probabilities that gene A is on (P(Aon)) or the probability that gene B is on (P(Bon)) to be consistent with the notation of the general toggle switch is shown below: Table S1 . String parameters for each WE string simulation. The number of string nodes (Nstr), the string movement parameter (ζ), the number of replicas (Nrep), the number of simulations steps between string movements (Tmove), and the simulations steps used to move the string (Tavg) are kept the same for all simulations. Definitions of the parameters are the same as in Adelman and Grabe (4).The string smoothing parameter is modified between the base and the explicit dimerization networks. The simulation length τ is maintained for the base parameters II-III, but reduced for parameter I.
